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A Cognitive-Semantic Study of Deixis 
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1. The ICM of Deixis 

An important principle of“巴xperientialism”（Lakoff, 1987) is出athuman 

knowledge is organized in terms of Idealized Cognitive Models (ICMs). These are 

complex conceptual structures in which any element of a cognitiv巴 model

coπesponds to a conc巴ptualcategory. Conc巴pts,then, are characterized relative to 

ICMs. When linguistic elements are associated with conceptual elements in ICMs, 

th巴r巴sultis a symbolic ICM or a gestalt. Thus, the meaning of a lexical item is 

represent巴das an element in an ICM. 

In his extensive discussion of there-constructions, Lakoff (1987：・ 462-585)

describes the experiential gestalt (the ICM) of the central deictic there-constructions 

in locational terms as follows: 

It is assum巴das a background that some entity巴xistsand is present at some 

location in the speak巴r'svisual field, that the speaker is directing his att巴ntion

at it, and that the hearer is int巴r巴stedin its whereabouts but dose not have his 

attention focused on it and may not even know that it is pr巴sent.The speaker 

then directs the hear巴r’sattention to the location of the entity (perhaps 

accompanied by a pointing gesture) and brings it to the hearer’s att巴ntionthat 

the entity is at the sp巴citiedlocation. Additionally (for older children and 

adults), if th巴叩tityis moving, the motion may be indicated. And th巴 speaker

may choos巴 todescribe the entity or its location. (Lako旺， 1987:490) 

Lakoff argu巴5convincingly that the ICM of there-constructions gives rise to a 
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prototypical structur巴andmotivates its various uses. It is clear from th巴abovethat 

there-constructions in English are based on the following infer巴nces：白rstly,there 

should be an巴xist巴ntialpresupposition of an entity in space; secondly, the speaker 

int巴ndsto direct the hearer’s attention to th巴巴ntity,and thirdly, the speaker’s 

intention is fulfill巴dby the employment of the particular construction. It then is 

reasonabl巴 toassume that whatev巴rdefinition is propos巴dfor the deictic ICM, it 

should include these thr自己SS巴ntialasp巴ctsof there-constructions. 

Fillmore (1982：・ 35) describ巴S the participating role of int巴ractants in a 

communicative situation, that is, their int巴rchanging roles as speakers and 

addr巴SS巴巴s,th巴irlocation in space and tim巴.H巴nce,participants may also be vi巴wed

as specific entities in spac巴， wh巴reastheir utterances are temporally d巴fined.

Following these id巴as,I argue that ev巴ryutt巴ranc巴 isspatio-t巴mporallyuniqu巴，

spoken or writt巴nat a particular place and at a particular tim巴.The actual situation 

of any utterance act may be sp巴cifiedby giving its spatio-temporal co-ordinates. W巴

can say, for巴xample,that a particular utterance was produced by X in Kumamoto at 

12 noon on 1 January, 2008. The spatio-temporal co-ordinat巴sare, however, only a 

component of the utterance situation. 0th巴rcomponents are involved as well. For 

example, each of the pa口icipantsis expected to know his/her role and status. 

Participants’roles derive from the fact that in normal language b巴haviorthe sp巴aker

addresses to the hearer co-present in a communicative situation. Social status is a 

culture specific function establish巴din a society and r巴cognizedby its members. 

Generally, the person-deictic role is th巴predominantd巴terminingfactor in selection 

of pronouns, but there is a richly different s巴tof terms of address which出巴 speak巴r

must manipulate if he/sh巴 isto produc巴 anutt巴ranceappropriat巴 tothe situation. 

Henc巴， socialstatus also det巴rminesselection of personal pronouns as well as 

associated compon巴ntsof grammatical structure of an utterance. In short, th巴

participants must know not only wher巴 th巴yare in space and time, but th巴ymust 

also know his/h巴rstatus in relation to on巴 another.Thus, the speaker needs to 

control and is able to correlate two diffi巴rentsystems of reference: the normal deictic 

syst巴mcreated by an utterance act itself and a culture目 sp巴cificsyst巴mof status also 

r巴presentedby social deixis. 

Based on the above analyses, I propose that our conc巴ptualizationin general be 
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formulated in terms of space. The center of出 sconceptualization is the authorized 

speaker.官ieconceptualization also involves an unfocused addressee, and a 

linguistic act of pointing by the speaker. Time is concep旬alizedin spatial terms姐 d

is considered a“fourth”dimension of space. Mor＇巴over,a“自負h”dimension,i.e. 

social deixis, emerges which is also conceptualized spatially. Significantly，出e

deictic center constantly shifts while a communicative interaction is in progress. 

Accordingly, the ICM of a deictic expr1凶 sionbuilds a mental “space”in which the 

speaker and the addressee are co-present, not only spatially, but in terms of temporal 

locations and social relationships as well. 

2. Mental Spaces 

Mental spaces ar巴“cons佐uctsdistinct from linguistic structures but built up in 

any discourse according to guidelines provided by出巴 linguisticexpressions" 

(Fauconnier, 1985/1994: 16). They concern an understanding of any fixed or 

ongoing states of affairs such as an immediate reality, fictional or hypothetical 

situations, past or future situations, representations of situations as in pictures and 

photos, or abs住actdomains such as subject matters (economics, politics, cultures, 

sports, linguistics, etc.). Linguistic expressions functioning as space-builders 

include prepositional phrases such as “in出eplay”，“in白紙 film”， adverbssuch as 

“reallyヘ“probablyヘconnectives such as “if..血enぺ“either.・店”， and clauses of 

propositional attitude such as“M紅yhopes/believes/claims ...”. Mental spaces紅巳

represented as sets of elements with relations holding between them. Elements in a 

space may hav巴 counterp紅 tsin different spaces. An巴lem巴ntin one spac巴 may

佐iggerano出.er巴lement(the target) in another space and there is a pragmatic 

function （白巴 connector)holding betwe巴nth巴twoelements. On巴pragmaticfunction 

links authors with their works. Thus，児島renceto the author may凶ggerreference 

to his/her works, the connector holding血巴 twobeing pragmatically deteロ凶ned.It 

is suggested that“connectors are p紅tof ICMs, which紅 eset up locally, culturally, 

or on general experiential or psychological grounds”（Fauconnier, 1985/1994: 10). 
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In using the time deictic adverbial “now”，血巴n,a mental space is built in 

discourse structured by the deictic ICM, and within由isp紅ticul紅 space,it is 

assumed，出巴 speakerand the addressee are located at coding time. Similarly, the 

expression“也ishouse" builds a m巴ntalspace in which白eco-presence of speaker 

姐 daddressee is assum巴dat coding time. In both these examples, the mental spaces 

built by corresponding linguistic expr巴ssions紅estructured by all aspects of the 

deictic ICM: that is，出巴 speaker,authoriz巴dby his own utteranc巴， isrepresented as 

a definite entity in白巴 space1which is t巴mporally/sociallyshared by the addressee. 

Let us now consider in detail the following well-known sp巴町hby Abraham 

Lincoln: 

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent, a 

new nation, cone巴ivedin liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men 

are created equal. Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that 

nation or any nation so conceived and so dedicated, c佃 longendure [ ... ] . We 

have come to dedicate a portion of the field, as a final resting place for those 

who here gave their lives that that nation might live. It is altogether fitting叩 d

proper that we should do白is.[Italics mine] 

Why, in白eexample above, did Abraham Lincoln address America as“that” 

nation? Traditional theories of deixis cannot give an adequate account of出is.From 

a cognitive-s巴m阻 ticperspective, by contrast，社iespace builder “four score and 

seven years ago”constructs a new spac巴 whichincludes elements such as“our 

fa白ers”and“anew nation, conceived in liberty". This newly-created space belongs 

to白巴past,another space, and the latter is itself contained in its p紅巴ntspace, i.e.白巴

reality space. Thus, the past space is“distal”in血atit does not belong immediat巴ly

to the present, p紅 entspace, and hence the deictic expression “that”is used here. 
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3. Mental Spaces and Deictic Ambiguity 

This section will attempt to explain how mental space theory works with regard 

to d巴ictic巴xpr巴ssions,focusing in particular on ambiguity between deictic and non-

deictic usage. Let us examine place deictic expressions. Typically, with place deixis 

the position of the sp巴akerat CT is regarded as the base to describe the location of 

a referent. In utterances that follow: 

(I) 

(2）“Th巴ballis behind m巴．，，

(3）“The ball is in front of the tree.” 

(4）“The ball is behind th巴 tree.”

The “front”in (3), for example, refers to th巴areaof the tr巴evisible from where th巴

sp巴akeris at CT. Here, the“front”is used just as deictically as it is in (I) in that the 

location of the ball is identifi巴dindirectly, if not dir巴ctlyas in (I), with ref，巴renceto 

the location of the speaker. But some objects, unlike trees, have intrinsic 

orientations (e.g. objects such as a car whose bottom remains the bottom even when 

the v巴hicleis overturned, and their front remains the front even if the c紅 isgoing 

backwards), and this allows the sp巴akerto regard these objects rather than 

hims巴lf/hers巴lfas referenc巴 points.As a r巴sult,both “front”and “b巴hind"in the 

following utt巴ranceshave lost their d巴icticfunctions: 

(5）“The ball is in front of the car.” 

(6) 

Unfortunately, the issue is not quite that simple, and an ambiguity may also aris巴

when intrinsic properties of reference objects ar巴involv巴din deixis. Suppose that 

th巴reis a ball between the car and the speak巴r.In this situation, the location of the 

ball is identified as in front of the speaker with reference to the base (i.e. the 

sp巴aker).In other words，“front”（as well as“behind”） in this particular situation is 

restored to its deictic function. Hence, it is clear that som巴linguisticelem巴ntssuch 



as“front”and “behind”do have both deictic and non-deictic usages. 

Why then are there two readings for (5) and (6)? Following the theory of m巴ntal

spaces, I argu巴 that“front”in( 5) as well as“behind”in (6), build two separate 

mental spaces, on巴ofwhich is constructed by the deictic ICM and in it the ball is 

directly determin巴dby the position of th巴 speaker.In the other case, however, a 

mental space is constructed by our knowledge of c紅 s,and“th巴 car”itselfis 

regarded as the I巴ferencepoint. In the latter reading, it should be noted, a non-

deictically constructed mental space is involved. 

Now let us tum to an ambiguity found between deixis and anaphora and see how 

mental spaces can cop巴 withthis problem. Generally, third person referi巴nc巴 is

r巴gardedas non-deictic in cases in which the speaker does not point gesturally at an 

entity referr巴dto: 

(7）“John came in. Then he lit a fire.” 

The pronoun“h巴” in(7) is non deictic, i.e. anaphoric, becaus巴 itdoes not make 

referenc巴toany entity relative to由espeak巴rbut refers back to the ref1巴rentpicked 

out by “John”in th巴precedingutterance. As is well known, deixis depends directly 

on extralinguistic contexts for establishing referents, whereas anaphora dep巴ndson 

previously established entities for its proper binding. We may conclude from this 

that d巴ixisand anaphoricity are prototypically independent phenomena. However, 

sometimes it is perfectly possible that a deictic term may be us巴dboth anaphorically 

and deictically. Take “there”in (8) for an instanc巴：

(8）“I was born in London and have lived there ever sinc巴．”

The “there” in (8) anaphorically refers to the place “London’＇， but it is 

simultaneously discours巴－d巴ictic:put in other terms，“th巳re”isa deictic ref1巴1・enceto 

“London”unless otherwis巴 indicated.Under th巴 deicticreading of (8), a mental 

space is constructed by the deictic ICM wh巴r巴asunder th巴anaphoricreading a n巴W

mental space is constructed by el巴mentsin prior discours巴， i.e.“bornin London”． 
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4. Blending Theory and Deictic Center Projection 

Now, let us start by considering the following example: 

(9）“I’m coming right away.” 

(9) is normally interpreted to mean that the speaker leaves his/her own location (the 

deictic c巴nter)and moves toward the addressee. H巴nc巴， accordingto the definitions 

of motion verbs, (9) should select "go”rather thari' come”as in Japanese, in which 

one normally utt巴rsthe巴quivalentof “Ima‘iku' yo”（“I will go”）. Levinson (1983: 

83) contends that the use of “come”in (9) arises from a polite deictic shift to the 

addressee’s point of view: to u旬、ome”wouldbe to conv巴yp紅白cipationand 

cooperation. Lako百（1973:298) also gives an巴xplanationthat the verb“come”in 

this example is used to make th巴 addresseefeel good.' I agree with both Lakoff and 

Levinson with regard to the above observations, but these int巴rpretationsobviously 

have not explained the process in which this sentence is generated and they ar巴 little

more than descriptions of extralinguistic circumstances wher巴（9)is uttered. 3 

Why does the sp巴akeruse“come”instead of “go”in English examples such as 

(9) to r巴ferto th巴 locationwhere the addressee is at utterance time (CT)? This 

cannot be explained, I argue, within th巴 scopeof traditional th巴oryof deixis. 

However, th巴 ideaof“dialogic space”propound巴dby Yamaguchi (2000), in 

conjunction with bl巴ndingtheory, is very promising and is likely to offer a cogent 

account of the use of “come”in (9). 

Based on Yamaguchi (2000), I argue that each of the participants (A and B) has 

their own mental space befor巴 aconversation takes place. Onc巴 theconversation 

starts, th巴setwo separate spaces will be fused by the very fact that each participant 

takes the rol巴 ofspeaker/addressee, and will thus create a common mental spac巴

shared by both speaker and addressee. Yamaguchi calls this common space a 

“dialogic space”。田： Fig.l ). In this dialogic space there are a number of elem巴nts

such as“I”（the speaker），“you”（the addressee), v巴rbs,time and place adverbs, and 

others. Consider (I 0) for an example: 
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(10) Mother：“Mike, dinner is ready！” 

Son：“I’m coming right away.” 

In the dialogic spac巴of(10) there are several巴lementssuch as“Mik巴”，“Iヘ“come”，

and “right away”. Yamaguchi claims that the usage of motion V巴rbsis intimately 

related to a dialogic space its巴lf.That is, the use of “come”is restricted to 

movements within or into this space,but he is not very persuasive in accounting for 

門
川
V

Fig.1 The dialogic space 

why the dialogic space is involv巴din th巴occu汀巴neeof “come”． 

I maintain that the dialogic spac巴thusbuilt up contains two input spaces which in 

tum fuse together to form a blended space，加dthat it is precisely白everb“come” 

that triggers this blending. In order to cast a new light on the use of “come”in (9), 

Jet us first have a look at a classical example of blending: 

(11) If Napoleon had b巴enthe son of Alexander, he would have won the battl巴of

Waterloo. (Fauconnier & Turner 1996) 

In (11), a count巴rfactualspace (i.巴.a blend巴dspace) is created from two different 
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input spaces (see: Fig.2). The two input spaces ar巴（a)Napol巴on,who was d巴feated

by Wellington at Waterloo and (b) Alexander the Great, king of Macedonia who 

ruled ov巴ra huge empire including Greece, Egypt, and Asian countries. To 

construct a blend巴dspac巴， wemap elements from each of the two spaces into a new 

space, i.e. a blended spac巴．

The new space thus cr巴atedtakes th巴 roleof Napoleon from input spac巴（a),and 

from input space (b) it takes th巴roleof son of Alexander the Gr巴at.Now in the 

blended space, Napoleon is the son of Alexander and wins the battle at Waterloo, 

which is obviously contraηto fact. 

Napoleon 

Defeated 

Wat巴rloo

Fig.2 The blending 

Let us now tum back to th巴verb“come”in(9). According to the principles of 

blending (Fauconnier, 1985/1994), a set of conditions must b巴 satis自己dwhen two 

input spaces are blended. First, elements in one input space have their counterparts 

in the other spac巴. Put diffi巴rently,th巴 r巳lationsbetween the spaces are those of 

mapping. Second, becaus巴thereare sufficient mapping relations between the two 

input spaces, the spaces may build a third space, i.e. a gen巴ricspace. Th巴generic

space reflects some common structure and organization shared by the two input 

spaces. For the utt巴rance“I’mcoming right awayぺIhold that one of the two input 
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spaces (input space 1) repr巴sentsthe addresse巴’Svi巴wpoint.It constitutes出eICM 

of“come”which involv巴sthe deictic c巴nter,i.巴.the location of the addressee, a 

referential entity, i. E 出espeaker, and a description of the entity moving towards the 

deictic C巴nt巴r,i.e. the verb “come". Henc巴， fromthe viewpoint of input spac巴1,th巴

situation is depicted as：“The speak巴ris corning”The other input space (input space 

2) is special in出athere the speaker is at once the deictic C巴nterand the moving 

entity. This fr巴qu巴ntlygives rise to an int巴r巴stingphenomenon: we make a mistake 

in the perception of an event. Since the speaker himself/herself is moving, he/she 

very often confuses the fact that he/she is moving with the fact that the other 

int巴rlocutoris. In other words, the sp巴akerdo巴snot perceive his/her own movement; 

what th巴speak巴ractually sees is the address巴巴“moving”towardshim/her. This also 

happens when we rid巴ona bus: we do not normally feel the mov巴m巴ntof出巴 bus

of movement (from 

the addressee’s 

viewpoint) 

Input Space 1 

且
“I am 

corning." 

Fig.3 “l am coming.” 

Speaker's IC乱fof 

movement (from 

血Espeaker’s 

viewpoint) 

Input Space 2 
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but instead see the movement of the landscap巴outsid巴.Hence, from出estandpoint 

of input space 2, the situation is described as “The addresse巴iscoming.”（see: Fig.3). 

Importantly, these two input spac巴sshare a fram巴 structure:that is, th巴r巴 isa 

destination to which a referi巴ntialentity is approaching. Linguistically, this is 

represented by th巴verb“com巴’＇. This shared feature provides for a出irdspace, i.e. 

a generic space connecting both input spaces. The generic spac巴intum enables the 

input spac巴Sto be blended. 

The verb “come”is th巴elementthat fus巴sth巴twoinput spaces in sentences such 

as (9). This fusion has an important consequence. The vi巴wpoints of two 

int巴rlocutorsmerge into on巴. Put in different terms, the speaker is adopting the 

addressee’s point of vi巴w.Incidentally, with the Japan巴s巴utterance“Ima‘iku’yo”，

there is only one space with the ICM of “iku”（go) and this leads to an int巴rpr巴tation

on which the situation in question is viewed solely from the speaker’s vi巴wpoint.4

Notes 

1 Here, I must point out that this mental space is a domain built up as we talk. For example, 

the drama ICM introduces and structures the mental space of a play. Because we 

understand a drama as a make-up piece of literary discourse, we also understand出ata 

murder in a play does not actually cause th巴physicaldeath of an actor. 

2 The theory of empathy (Kuno & Kaburaki: 1977) claims that this peculiar use of “come” 

in (9) is explained in terms of shifts in viewpoint: when the referent of a third person dative 

object （“to you”） is som巴one/somethingclosely affiliated with th巴 sp巴aker,the speak巴r

expresses his/her highest degree of empathy and totally identifies himself/herself with the 

ref1巴rent.Th巴 totalidentification of sp巴akerand addr巴sse巴 resultsin a fusion of their 

vi巴wpoints.

3 Bolinger (1968: 327) describes the utterance“I’m going to your party”as“perfunctory if 

not rude". Yet, this explanation still conflicts with th巴pragmaticfunction of the Japan巴se

verb“iku”which implies no such connotation. 

4 Brown & Levinson (1987) hav巴 giventheir idea about the selection of politeness 

strategies in language. They argue that switching into the addresse巴’sviewpoint is a basic 

politeness phenomenon, and they call it positiv巴poIi ten巴ss,i.e. a force of polit巴nessthat 
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makes two objects move toward each other. By contrast, if the speaker distances 

hims巴lf/herself as an individual from the address巴弘 itis regarded as negative politeness, 

conv巴yingdistance and less participation. Henc巴， Isubmit that "iku”h巴E巴 would

presumably be regard巴das an example of negative politeness. 
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